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III. STATEMENT OF CASE 
Nature of the Case 
This case arises from a dispute involving a Stock Subscription and Cross Purchase 
Agreement (the '·Agreement") between shareholders of H&M Distributing. Inc. ( ·'H&M .. ). The 
appellant John Kugler ("Kugler'') sought damages against respondents Ron Nelson elson··J, 
David .l. Powers ("'Powers"). William J. Armstrong ("Armstrong:· and together with Nelson and 
Powers. the ·'Defendants"'). as well as other named defendants for breach of the Agreement. 
B. Course of ProceedinQs 
Kugler filed a complaint alleging breach contrac: by the Defendants. The District 
Court granted summary judgment in favor of Nelson and awarded him costs and attorney fees. 
Idalw Coun /\ppeals subsequently reversed the gran1 of summary judgmem and vacated 
the award costs and fees. On remand. the Defendants all agair~ sough1 summary judgment. 
which was denied. Kugler aiso sough: to amend his complaint and add additional parties as 
defendants. which motions were likev1ise denied. 
The matter was tried to the Disi:rict Coun on :. 2013. At the close Kugler·s case. 
Defendants moved for dismissal pursuant to I.R.C.P. 4l(b), alleging that Kugler had failed to 
show that he was entitled to relief The District Court orally granted the motion and dismissed 
the case with prejudice. The District Court then filed written findings of fact and conclusions of 
iavY holding that Kugler'. s action for breach of contract was time-barred pursuant to the 
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applicable starnte limitations. Kugler failed to establish that the Defendants breached the 
Agreement, and that Kugler failed to establish damages ( or the amount of such damages) caused 
by the alleged breach. Judgment was entered dismissing Kugler's claims with prejudice. 
Defendants then filed a motion for costs and fees, which the District Court granted. Kugler 
appealed from the District Court's dismissal of his claims. and filed a motion for reconsideration 
the award costs and attorney fees. The District Coun denied the morion 
reconsideration. The parties then proceeded with the case on appeal. 
Statement of Facts 
Factual Overview 
H&M ,vas formed in 1985. and it shareholders at the time. Powers. Edwin Prater 
(''Prater"). Kugler. Steven Kennison ("Kennison"). Richard Phelps. and Armstrong entered 
into the Agreement. ,.vhich placed certair; requirements and restrictions on the stock 
1 R. at 91. 
Specifically. the pertinen~ pac of the Agreemen: provides: 
shareholder shall encumber dispose all or any par: the shares 
in the corporation to which he has now subscribed or may hereafter 
acquire. vvithout the \Vritten consent all the other shareholders. or. in 
absence such written consent. without firsl giving to ali the other 
sharehoiders and to the corporation at leas'., · (60) day~: written notice 
of his intention to make any such disposition. Within the sixty (60) day 
period. a meeting of the shareholders shall be called by the corporation. of 
which all the shares of the shareholder desiring to make any stich 
disposition shall he offered for sale and shall be subject to the option on 
the part of each the other shareholders to purchase a proportionate 
share. at the same price offered by a bon2. fide orospective purchase 
such shares. If any shareholder emitlecl w purchase shares fails 10 accepl 
his ratable offer, either in whole or in part, any other such shareholder may 
purchase the shares not so accepted. In the event all the shares so offered 
for sale are not purchased by the other shareholders, then all restrictions 
imposed by this agreement upon such shares shall forthwith terminate.2 
2 R. at 94; A iw;mented Record, Exhibit I 001. 
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In 2002. Nelson became the general manager of H&M. 3 In con,iunction with that position. 
Nelson signed an employment agreement with H&M and thereafter received twenty two shares 
of stock of H&M that the corporation had recently purchased from Kennison.4 Nelson also 
signed an assumption and ratification agreement. agreeing to be bound by the terms of the 
' Agreement.· 
At the beginning of 2005, Prater expressed a desire to retire and sell of all his stock (81.5 
shares) of H&M. 6 In February 2005. H&M held a special meeting at which the stockholders and 
directors present voted to purchase all of Prater's shares of stock of H&M.• Kugler was not 
present at the meeting and there ·was conflicting evidence as to whether he was aware of the 
rneeting.g At the meeting. it was also decided that after H&M purchased Prater·s shares. that 
Powers would purchase 6.5 shares from H&M. Armstrong would purchase 6 shares from H&M. 
. ' . . I . . "r . " T • &l- ,f u 1- r. ,. . . . 1 d anc 1\Jelson wou c purcnase .::d s11ares trorn h ·Jvl. · 1v1mutes rrorn the meetmg were later pace 
. ''&\,f' . JO 111 ii. · 1v:. s corporate records. 
On May 2. 2005. Prater· s sale of shares to H&M was finalized. 11 In addition. on l'viay 2, 
2005. H&M· s sale oi' shares to Powers. Armstrong and Nelson was likewise finalized. 1~-
Specifically. on May 2. 2005. H&M signed a stocL purchase agreemem with Prater and made a 
promissory note to Prate:·. i' ln addition. H&M signed a stock purchase agreement with Powers, 
3 R. al l 8, 9 l. 
4 R. at 18, 91. 
5 R. at 18-1 9. 
(, R. at 91. 
•
7 R. at 91; Au[!;mented Record. Exhibit 1003. 
8 R. at 91; Augmented Record, Exhibit 1003. 
9 R. at 92; Augmented Record, Exhibit 1003. 
10 R. at 92. 
11 R. at 92; Augmented Record, Exhibits 1005-1006 . 
12 R. at 92; Augmented Record, Exhibits l 004. I 007-1009. 
13 Augmented Record, Exhibits 1005-1006. 
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Armstrong and Nelson. each of whom made a promissory note to H&M. 1..i These transactions 
and stock transfers were reflected on H&M' s financial statements. 1 ~ Copies of H&M' s financial 
statements were sent to each of H&Ivr s shareholders. including Kugler. in November 2005. 16 
Specifically. the financial statements that were sent to Kugler provided. in pertinent part as 
follows: 
SHAREHOLDER'S EQUIT'V 
Common stock. no par value: LOOO shares authorized: .f.78 sharesfc>r 
2004 and ./-29 shares/or 2005 issued and outstanding. 
EXCESS COST OF REACQUIRING 81.5 SHARES OF COMMON 
STOCK OVER THE PROCEEDS RECEIVED \VHEN ISSUED 
Note payable w an individual. due in monthly installments of $2268.55 
induding interest a1 4.0%. final payrnem May. 2011. 
Non-cash Common Stock Transactions 
On May 2. 2005. the Company issued a 4°10 note payable to a shareholder 
zo redeem all of his shares of common szock in the amounl of$ i 50.000. 
Eighty-one and one-half shares il'erc redeemed. The original amount 
received for the 81.5 shares was $8.150. The excess of the redemption 
cost over the amount received when issued of S 141.850 has been charged 
to rernined earnings. 
Also on ]Vlay 2. 2005. the compam· issued 52.5 shares o:fi1s common s10ck 
in exchange rm· 
('19· O()(i 17 
.._,. .... , . (_) - / 
sharehoiaer nmes receivahic in the amouni m 
P Augmented Record, Exhibits 1004. 1007-1009. 
15 R. at 92-93; Augmented Record, Exhibit 1010. 
i<, R. at 92-93. 
17 R. at 92-93; Augmented Record, Exhibit 1010, p. 4. 6. 10, 12 (bold and underlined emphasis supplied. italicized 
emphasis added). 
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Kugler received these financial stmernents before Christmas 2005. but acknowledged that he did 
. h . d. h 18 not pay attent10n to w 1at was contame , m t em. 
B. Procedural Overview 
On May 6. 2010. Kugler filed his Cornplaint against Defendants. Prater. and Ken,11ison 
alleging that Defendants. by acquiring the shares of stock in 2005. somehow breached the 
19 Agreement.· On or abom !'-.lovember J 7, 20 l 0, Nelson filed his Answer and Demand.for jwT Trial. 
as weli as a 1\1otionfor Sum man- Judgment?' A hearing was set for this matter on January 3. 20 l l .2 i 
Kugler then made numerous filings resuiting in multiple cominuances. including a 
motion for leave to amend his Complaim to include allegations of events occurring in 2009 and 
2010 concerning Nelson's separation from H&M and the sale ofNeison·s shares of stock of 
H&M.22 A hearing on Nelson·s motion for summary judgment was finally held on March 28. 
2011. which the District Court granted.::; 
1 r-" r-, ~ • l • < b' 1 f.:.j. T l ' Nelson tnen nled L motion for attorney tees. wl11c 1 K.ugte:· o Jectec to.- kug1er also 
filed a motion for reconsideration of the summary judgment decision .. as: well as a motion for 
leave to supplement his Complaint.2' On June 20. 2011. a hearing was held on the motions. 
after which the District Court granted Nelson ·s motion for fees and denied Kugler' s motions.26 
K.ugler timely appeaied the District Cow".· s decision granting Nelson surnmar; _iudgment to the Idaho 
Court of Appeais.27 
18 R. at 93. 
19 R. at 6: Recordfi-om Initial Appeal (''Initial Record") at 10-11. 
20 R. at 6. 
21 R. al 7. 
22 R. at 7-8: Initial Record at 23-31. 37-38. 
23 R. at 8-9: Initial Record at 46-48. 
24 R. at 9: Initial Record at 49-5 t. 
25 R. at 9: Initial Record at 52-54. 
2c, R. at 9: Initial Record at 49-54. 
27 R. at IO: Initial Record at 55-57. 
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In June 201 '.L the Idaho Court of Appeals issued its decision.21; ln that decision. the Court 
of Appeals vacated the District Court's grant of summary judgment for the following reasons: 
There was a genuine issue of material fact as to whether a shareholders· meeting 
was held to approve the sale of Prater's shares to H&M and/or the shareholders: 
There was a genuine issue of material fact as to the dates of the sale of Prater's 
shares: 
There was a genuine issue of material fact as to whether Prater sold his shares to 
H&M or directly to Defendants: and 
The District Court failed to rule on Kugler·s motion for leave to amend his 
1 ~ · . 29 -
....,omplaznt. 
Consequently, the Distric1: Court's gram of summary judgment was reversed and its award of 
attorney fees to Nelson was vacated?1 
On remand. the District Comi sent notice of a scheduling conference for September 17. 
2012. a1 which a scheduling orde:· would be entered regarding motion practice deadlines. and 
trial dates in the matter. 31 Rather than havin:2 the scheduling. conference the parties. on 
~· ~ 
September 13. 2012. entered a stipulation for scheduling. 3:= On September 19. 2012. the District 
Coun scheduled trial in the matter for April 2. 2013.33 
In early December 2012. Kugler filed motions tc enlarge the time for him w respond to 
discovery and for leave to add additional parties to his Complaint. with a hearing tha·; was 
.. • • f' • ', ~ ') 0 1 ' ',./ TT 1 l fi 1 · • • . • • • • ulnmateiy se1 or January.;....', ..... d: 1"ug er a.so· ma iy re-noticed,, heanng on n1s monon to 
amend his Complain! (the motion was filed IvV(' years earlier;. which hearing was also se, for 
28 R. at 18-26. 
29 R. at 22-25. 
311 R. at 26. 
31 R.at II. 
32 R. at 11. 
33 R. at 11. 
'
4 R. at 12. 40-43. 
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.1anuan ':n 11 35 
.. .J. 12. 2013. Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment 
on all counts. with a hearing on that motion set for January 22. 2013. 36 Kugler then filed an 
objection to summary judgment and also sought a continuance in the matter. 37 
the January 22. 2013. hearing, the District Court continued the hearing on Defendants· 
motion for summary judgment. but did hold the hearing on Kugler· s motion to amend and 
motion to add additional parties. 3~ The District Court denied the motion to amend because 
Kugler did not provide a basis on which the District Court could decide the motion.39 
Specifically. the District Court noted that Kugler had to present a proposed amended 
complaint (or m least to provide details of the new claims such a complaint would contain;. and 
witb the approaching trial date. there would be an unjustified delay and likely prejudice to 
Defendants if the District Cour1 waited any longer to decide on the rnotion. 40 The District 
denied Kugler'~: motion fo;- leave to add additional panies. 41 
Powers and A.rmstrong filed an answer on Januar) ,,,r, r • ' r • 20 l:;. - Sllortly thereafter. Kugler 
filed a motion reconsideration the District Court's dernal of leave to amend his Complain 1. 
as well a motion to vacate the trial. 43 Kugler also filed a proposed amended complaint the 
Distric1 Coun on Februarv 25. 2013. 44 
On March 4, 2013. the District Court held re hearing on Defendants· motion for summary 
judgmem and I~ug:ler's various unheard motions.40 The Court denied both panies' motions. 4c, 
35 R. at 12, 61. 
36 R. at 12. 
37 R. at 13, 44-60. 
38 R. at 13, 61-64. 
39 R. at 61-64. 
40 R. at 63. 
41 R. at 69-70. 
42 R. at 13. 
43 R. at 13-14. 
4
.i R. at 14. 
45 R. at 14. 
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Around this same time. Nelson deposited viith the District Court the funds received from Kugler 
pursuant to the prior attorney fee award. 47 The District Court ordered that the funds be returned 
to Kugler as soon as possible. but determined that Kugler would was not entitled to interest on 
the funds from Nelson.48 The District Court returned the funds to Kugler on April 4. 2013.49 
The matter was tried to the District Court on April 2, 20 I 3.50 At the close of Kugler· s case in 
chief. Defendants moved the court to dismiss the action pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
41 (b). 51 The District Court found that Kugier had shown no right to relief. so it granted the motion 
and provided its rationale for doing so orally on the record. 52 The next day. the District Court filed 
written findings of fact and conclusions of law.53 
The District Coun granted the Defendams· motion to dismiss based on three findings: ( l) that 
Kugier·s Complaint was time-barred54 : (2) that. even had the Comp/aim been 1imely filed. the 
Defendants had no, breached the Agreemen:'': and (3) that, even had the Complain: been timely filed 
and the Defendants had breached the AgreemenL K.ugler- failed to provide any evidenct, that would 
establish his damages50 . Judgment dismissing l(ugier"s claims with prejudice was entered on April 
D f- d l ~, d • !-.,, 1 I' 1 [' ,sg f ' • 
· e en ,ants t 1en me a motion ror an aware 01 costs ana attorney rees. · A ter a hearing on 
the motion. the District Court awarded Defendants costs and fees in the amount of $36.846 pursuant 
· · ' R (' P - . ·ct· ( 1 (r' ' " ' l ,. · . '"' 12or-o \ ,c, tel." •. ,. .)4() )v;ana1aa1ovoaesect1on,.c.· \.-'J· 
~c, K. a, 14 
10 R. at l29. 
4:; R. at 129. 
4q R. at 129, 134. 
50 R. at 90, 101. 
51 R. at 89,101. 
52 R. at 89. 
53 R. at 89-100. 
54 R. at 95-97. 
55 R. at 97-98. 
56 R. at 98. 
57 R. at 101-02. 
58 R. at 15, 108. 
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Kugler then filed a motion to reconsider the Court· s award fees. 6l' The District Coun 
denied the motion. holding that Kugler had received all the monies payable from Nelson and that 
Kugler· allegations regarding paymg legal fees were vague and would be more 
appropriately addressed in an independent action (if actual grounds for one existed).61 Kugler timely 
appealed the decisions the District Coun:.62 
ISSUES ON APPEAL 
Was there substantial and comoetent evidence to support the District Court's decision to 
gram the Defendants· motion for involuntarv dismissal pursuant to Rule 4 l(b )? [See 
Kugler· s statement of issues nos. L 5-8] 
B. Was the District Court's decision to nlace this case on the trial calendar a nroper exercise 
of i1s discretion? [ Kugler·s second statement of issue] 
C. Vt/as the District Court"s decision to den, Ku!.!.ler·s motion for leave to amend the 
Complain! or add additional parties a proper exercise of its discretion? [See Kugler· s 
statemem issues nos. 
\Vas the Distnct Coun·s decision to award atwmey·s fees to the Defendants a oroner 
exercise of its discretion? Kugler· s ninth statement issue] 
Are the Defendants entitled to costs and attome'- fees on anneai'l 
The Idaho Supreme Court has reneatedly held that ··nro se iitigants are held to the same 
standards and rules as those litigants represented by an attorney.'· Bahv Foods. 
Idaho P.3d 1208. 1211 (2013). The Idaho Appellate Rules plainly state 
that an appellant's brief must contain argument ··with cirn1ions to the authorities. statutes and 
parts of the transcript and record reiied upon.'· l.A.R. 35(a)(6): Bolognese r. Forte, 153 Idaho 
857. 866, 292 P.3d 248,257 (2012); Suits v. JdahoBd. Of' Prof''! Discipline, 138 Idaho 397,400, 
64 P.3d 323,326 (2003) (the court will not search the record on appeal for error). Idaho 
59 R. at I 08-20. 
60 R. at 125-26. 
61 R. at 129-30. 
62 R. at 103-105, 135-140. 
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appellate courts have refused to consider claims on appeal when there is a failure to support them 
with relevant argument and authority or coherent thought. Liponis v. Bach. 149 ldaho 372. 374, 
P.3d 696. 698 (2010): Jorgensen v. Coppedge. 15 Idaho 524. 528. 181 P.3d 454 (2008). 
Likewise. an appellate court will not address issues on appeal when an appellant fails '·to comply 
with Rule 35(a)( 6) by not including citations to the trial testimony when challenging the court· s 
factual findings, in addition to failing to support its assertion with argument and authority:· 
Vanderwal r. A/bar. Inc .. 154 Idaho 816. 822. 303 P.3d 175. 181 (2013). This refusal applies to 
cases in which the appellant merely makes general attacks on findings and conclusions of the 
district court without specifically referencing the evidemiary or legal errors. as well as when an 
issue is simply mentioned in passing without providing cogent argument or authority. Bach r. 
Baf.dey. 148 Idaho 784. 79(), 229 P.3d 1146. 11 10). Such deficiencies and noncompliance 
with the results in a waive,· the unsupported assignments error. 1 L. 
Idaho a~ 866-67. further. this waiver applies everi supporting authority is later supplied the 
reply brief Bach. 48 Idaho at 791. 
Kugler' s Appellant's Brief fails to comply with requirements 
brief is replete with conclusory statements and his argument sec1ion is wholl) devoid citation 
to the record or relevant authority. Kugler does little more than simply attack the District 
Court's findings and conclusions without providing the reviev.;ing court with any lega] basis for 
his arguments. Consequently. Kugler has waived his assigmnents error and the com~t on 
appeal should refuse to consider any the claims. Id at 790-91: Bolognese. l ldaho al 866-
67: Vanderwal. 154 Idaho at 822-23. Nevertheless. even ifKrugler claims are considered. the 
District Court did not en- and its decisions should be upheld on appeal. 
RESPONDENTS. BR!Ei:- · ;:::: · 
A. \Vas there substantial and comoetent evidence to support the District Cou:rt~s 
decision to grant the Defendants' motion for involuntarv dismissal oursuant to Rule 
4Hb)? 
In this matter. the District Court. after hearing and considering all of Kugler' s evidence. 
determined that Kugler failed to shO\,: that he had a right to the reiief requested in his Complaint 
for three distinct and separate reasons (any one ohvhich would have been grounds for dismissal 
by itself} 63 Specifically, the Court found as follmvs: ( i) that Kugler· s Complaint was time-
barred64 : (2) that. even had the Complain! been timely filed. the Defendants had not breached the 
Agreement6": and (3) that. even had the Complaint been timely filed and the Defendants had 
breached the Agreement Kugler failed to 1Jrovide am evidence that would esrnbiish his damar2es0". 
...... L-- t- .,, '-
The Disn-ic1 Court correctly came to these conclusions and so long as one of them is affirmed on 
appeal then the District Court did not err in dismissing this action pursuant to Rule 41 (b ). 
L Standard of Review. 
\Vhen the matter is tried in a court trial. the granting of a Rule 4 l(h \ motion invoives 2 
determination of the facts and judgment on the merits by the trier of fact l.R.C.P. 41(b): 
Stratton r. Strarton. 87 Idaho 118._ 125-26. 391 P.2d 340. 344 (1964). vVhen such ajudgrnenl is 
rendered. the court is required to make findings of facts and conclusions oflav,· I.R.C.P. 4 Hb ). 
Accordingly. on appeal. the appellate coun reviews the dis1rict court·s findings of fac: and 
conclusions of lav, entered after granting a Rule 41 (b) motion in order to determine whetl1er the 
district court erred. Sec Ccnnr) 1· E Fork Di1:.:h . 13,.., ldahc 850. gs5-5G. 55 F.3c: 304. 300-
10 (2002). A trial court's findings of fact will not be set aside on appeal unless they are dearly 
erroneous. Vanderwal, 154 Idaho at 821: I.R.C.P. 52(a). Factual findings are not clearly 
6
·
1 R. at 89-99. 
64 R. at 95-97. 
65 R. at 97-98. 
61, R. at 98. 
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enoneous if they are supported by substantial and competent evidence. J\licCormick Int 'l US4. 
Inc. v. Shore, 152 Idaho 920,923.277 P.3d 367. 370 (2012). Substantial and competent 
evidence is evidence which a reasonable trier of fact might accept and rely upon when 
determining whether such facts were proven. Vanderwal) 54 Idaho at 821. Further. when the 
trial coun is tasked with judging the credibility of witnesses and weighing the evidence. its 
findings of fact must be liberall) construed in favor of the judgment entered. Griffith r. Clear 
Lakes Trout Co .. Inc .. 143 Idaho 733. 737. 152 P.3d 604. 608 (2007). HoweveL the trial courfs 
conclusions of lavv are reviewed by the appellate court de novo. JvicCormick Int 'l. 152 Idaho at 
2. Kugler failed to provide an adequate record for review of the District 
Court~s findings and conclusions. 
The Idaho Supreme Coun has plainly stated. 
Un appeal the aopellant carries the burden of showing that the district 
court committed enor. Erro:- will nm be presumed but must be 
affirmatively shown on the record b_; appellant. ... The appellant has the 
obligation t0 provide a sufficient record to substantiate his or her claims 
on appeal. ln the absence of a record that is adequate to review the 
appellant· s claims. we will not presume error below. 
W Cmti. Ins. Co. r. J:ickers. inc .. 137 ldaho 305,306.48 P.3d 634. 635 (2002) (citations 
omit1ed) The court on appeal "will not search the record for error. We do not presume error on 
appeal: the party alleging error has the burden of showing i1 in the record:· lvfiller r. Callear. 140 
Iciahc 213. 218. 9: P.3a 1117. 122 (2004). When 2. party faiis to inciude transcripts vital to 
understanding a district court's decision, there is in inadequate record which prevents the court on 
appeal from finding that the lower court erred. Vanderwal_ 154 Idaho at 823. 
RSSPONDENT'.'=' BR!ET-' · !4 · 
In the District s wrinen findings fact and conclusions law. the Court states that 
it set forth its rationale for granting involuntary dismissal of the action orally at trial. 67 The 
District Court also issued written findings fact and conclusions of law in order to establish an 
adequate record and precisely state vvhy the action was dismissed. 68 Those findings and 
conclusions were based on the record and the evidence produced at trial.6c; Kugler has augmented 
to the record on appeal to include certain exhibits admitted at triaL bur he did not include 
the exhibits. nor did he include transcript of the trial or the testimonv offered at trial. 
Without 2 transcript the trial. the court on appeal will be unable to determine vvhat 
testimony and evidence the District Coun had before it when it made its findings. Further, Kugler 
has not pointed to a smgle part of the record which supports his claims of error or which shows 
that the District Court's decision was unsupported by substantial and competent evidence. 
i\ccordingl)-~ court on appea: not search the record for error. cannot presume error. ano 
must affirn1 the decision the District Coun. 
The District Com-t correctiY found that the Defendants did not breach am 
agreement with the AppelianL 
As discussed previously. the Dis1ric1 Court dismissed Kugler·s Complaim based on three 
distinct theories: (]) statute of limitations: failure to prove damages: and that the 
Defendants did not breach any agreement with Kugler. otably. while Kugler challenges the 
Distric! Court· finding~: regards 10 the issues statute limitation:?' and damages.71 • 
fails to address the District Court' finding tha, Defendants did not breach any agreemem with 
Kugler. As such, even assuming that the District Court erred in finding that Kugler's Complaint was 
67 R. at 89-90. 
68 R. at 89-90. 
6() See generally R. at 89-99. 
70 Appellant's Brief, p. 11-12. 
71 Appellant's Brief; p. 10- l l. 
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time-barred or that Kugier did not prove any damages, the District Court·s decision must stand. as 
the Court's third reason is unchallenged by Kugler. 
However, even if Kugler had challenged this finding by the District Court such challenge 
would nonetheless be without merit. In order to establish a claim for breach of contract the 
claimant must prove: ""( a) the existence of the contract, (b) the breach of the contract, (c) the 
breach caused damages, and (d) the amounl of those damages." Mosel! Equities, LLC r. 
Berryhill & Co., 154 ldaho 269,278,297 P.3d 232,241 (2013). The claimant must prove each 
of those elements in order to prevail. and failure to establish any the elements prohibits 
judgment in claimant. See 
The Agreement in this case provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 
4. Limitation on Shares. No shareholder shall encumber or dispose of all 
or any part of the shares in the corporation to which he has now subscribed 
or may hereafter acquire. without the written consent all the other 
shareholders. or. in the absence of such written consent. without first 
giving to all the other and to the corporation at least ( 60) days written 
notice his intention to make such disposition. Within the sixty (6()) day 
period. a meeting of the shareholders shall be called by the corporation, of 
which all the shares of the shareholders desiring 10 make any such 
disposition shall be offered for sale and shall be subject to the option on 
the part of each of the other shareholders to purchase a proportionate 
share. at the same price offered by a bona fide prospective purchaser. If 
any shareholder entitled to purchase shares fails to accept his ratable offer, 
either in whole or in pan. any other such shareholder may purchase the 
shares not so accepted. ln the event all the shares so offered for sale are 
not purchased by the other shareholders. then all restrictions imposed by 
this agreement upon such share shall forthwith terminate. n 
This provision requires a shareholder. prior to selling his shares. to either obtain written consent 
from all other shareholders or provide sixty days' notice of his intent to sell and provide each of 
the shareholders with the opportunity to purchase their proportionate share such stock. In the 
72 R. at 94; Augmented Record, Exhibi1 I 001. 
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latter case. there must be a meeting. vvherein the shareholders would have the oppo11unity to 
purchase such shares. 
In finding that the Defendants did not breach this agreement. the District Court observed 
as follows: 
20. As noted above. Prater. as the shareholder seeking to divest 
himself of his shares. is the onfv person who cxwed an obligation to not if;} 
J-:.ugler of Prmer ·s imenrions. This ·'Limitations on Shares .. clause does 
not reference the companv's obligations in such a situation. nor does the 
paragraph apply to the actions of other shareholders ,vho act as purchasers 
from the company. 
12. Based upon this authority. the court concludes that the plaintiff has 
failed to establish the existence of a contract belween Kugler and the 
individual defendants which would require them to give him notice of 
their intem to purchase shares from the company. Kugler has nol named 
the company as a defendant and thus. there is no clatrn against H&M for 
any breach regarding its purchase of Prater· s shares. 1 , 
A plain reading of the Agreement supports this finding, The Agreement requires the 
selle of shares of stock (in this case. Prater) to acqrnre the ,vritten consem of the shareholders. or 
provide sixty days written notice of his intent to transfer the shares. There is no provision 
requiring a huver of shares of stock ( especially a buyer directl) from H&M) to acquire such 
consents or provide such notice. Kugler is attempting to rewrite this agreement to say something 
it does not say and place burdens on the Defendants thm did nm exisL 
coupled with the fact thaT the Dis1:rict Cour~ · s findings are supported by a piain reading of this 
provision. the District Court did not err in granting the Defendants' Motion to Dismiss based on 
Kugler·s failure to establish a breach of the agreement. 
TR. at 94-95, 98 (underlined emphasis in originaL italicized emphasis added). 
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4. The District Court corrediv conduded that Kugler's Conmlainr was 
time-barred bv the applicable statute of limitations. 
Idaho Code section 5-201 states that civil actions mav onh· be commenced "within the . . 
periods described in this chapter after the cause of action shall have accrued.'" Idaho Code 
section 5-216 provides that an action upon any contract. obligation or liability founded upon an 
instrument in writing must be brought within five years. A cause of action for breach of contract 
accrues upon the breach of the contract. not upon when the damage from such breach arises. 
Mason v. Tucker and Associates, 125 Idaho 429. 436, 871 P.2d 846, 856 (Ct. App. 1994): Simons 
v. Simmons, 134 Idaho 824. 830, 11 P.3d 20. 26 ('.WOO). As Kugler has alleged the Defendants 
breached the above-described Agreement (a written document). the five year statute of limitation 
in Idaho Code sec1ion 5-216 applies. 
There was substantial and competent evidence to support the District Court° s factual 
finding that any alleged breach of contrac, occurred on May 2. 2005. C)n Ma:, 2. 2005. Prater's 
• ,. , T • r .. • fj · · ' 7J • · • · · ,. ' ~ 7()() • H · ' , . l ·· ' sale 01 s11ares to t·IO::M was mal1zea. · ln actmt10n. on 1v .. a~ ..:.. _ ,). , (';:iv, ~· sa e o; stocL to 
Powers. Armsmmg and Nelsor, wa~~ iikewise finalizeci. 70 Specificaliy. on Ma: 2. 2005. H&M 
signed a stock purchase agreemern with Prater and made a promissory note to Prmer. 7'' in 
addition. H&M signed a stock purchase agreement with Powers. Armstronf.'. and Nelson. each of 
whorn made a promissory nme tG H&M.. 77 As K ..ugler filed his Complain! on Ma: 6. 20 l 0. past 
the oermissibk five- yea,· period. the Complain~ was time-barred. 
ln determining tha: the Complain: \Vas time-barred. the Cour: also observec\ that there 
was no "discovery exception" that would apply to Idaho Code § 5-216. 78 As noted by the 
74 R. at 92; Augmented Record, Exhibits 1005-1006. 
7
" R. at 92; Augmented Record, Exhibits 1004. 1007-1009. 
71
' Augmented Record, Exhibits 1005-1006. 
77 Augmented Record, Exhibits 1004. 1007-1009. 
78 R. at 95. 
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District Court. unlike other statutes. there is no discovery exception provided for in the plain text 
of Idaho Code § 5-216. nor is there any case law which would create such a discovery exception 
applicable to this statute. 7() Cl Idaho Code ~ 5-219( 4 l (providing a discovery exception in the 
case of negligently placed foreign objects in the body and in the case of fraudulent concealment). 
Based on the foregoing, the District Court correctly dismissed Kugler· s Complaim. as being 
time-barred. 
Kugler has alleged that fraudulent concealment would toll this statute of limitations. 
Putting aside the fact that Kugler failed to plead fraud vvith any sort of particularity. gn the District 
0] Court expressly found there was no fraudulent concealment." In so finding. the District Coun 
observed that shortly after these sales were finalized. Kugler was sent financial statements which 
express!;' disclosed the existence of the sales at issue. Specifically. such financial statements 
provided. in pe11inen: part. as follows: 
/lJ Ft. at 95. 
SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY 
Common stock. no par value: l.000 shares authorized: 4 share" fhr 
2004 and ../29 shares/or 2005 issued and outstanding. 
EXCESS COST OF REACQUIRING 81.5 SHARES OF COMMON 
STOCK OVER THE PROCEEDS RECEIVED WHEN ISSUED 
Note payable to an individual. due ir; monthly installments of $'.::.26E.S5 
including interesl al ,-LO¾. finai payment May. 2011. 
Non-cash Common Stock Transactions 
80 R. at 90: Initial Record p. l l -12: LR.C.P. 9(b). 
81 R. at 9:3. 
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On May 2. 2005. the Company issued a 4%, note payable to a shareholder 
to redeem all of'his shares ofc01nmon swck in the amount of $150.000. 
Eighty-one and one-half shares vvere redee1ned. The original an10unt 
received for the 81.5 shares was $8,150. The excess of the redemption 
cost over the amoum received when issued of $141.850 has been charged 
to retained earnings. 
Also on May 2. 2005. the company issued 32.5 shares o(its common stock 
in exchange for 4% shareholder notes receivable in the amounr of 
559.800. 82 
Logic dictates that if the Defendants were attempting to fraudulently conceal the above-
described transactions, they would not send financial statements to Kugler just months after such 
transactions providing the terms and details of these transactions. In fact. Kugler even 
acknowledged that he received the financial statements. bm admitted that he did nm pay 
g~ 
attemion w them. ·' As such. the District Court found thm Kugler had ample opponunity to learn 
• . 80 ' . r,. 
anout these transact10ns. Substamia1 and competent evidence supports the u1stric1 Court's 
findings tha1 the Defendants did 1101 take any action to fraudulent]) conceal these transactions 
from Kugler. and as such. the statme of limitations was no: tolled. 
The Distric1 Coun took this analysis even one step further. Specifically. although Kugler 
failed to plead fraud and/or breach of fiduciary duty. 8 ' the District Court nonetheless analyzed 
each of these causes of action to determine if Kugler could bring such claims. 86 With regards to 
fraud. the District Court coffectly observed that actions for fraud must be filed within three 
g-years." Idaho Code f: 5-218. A~; K.ugler learned ( or should have learned\ abou, these 
transactions nc later than Novembe:· of 2005 from the financial statements. any cause of action 
would have had to be filed by November of 2008. well before the actual date that Kugler filed 
82 R. at 92-93: Augmentecl Record. Exhibir 1010, p. 4. 6. IO. 12 (bold and underlined emphasis supplied. italicized 
~,mphasis added). 
8
·' R. at 93. 
s-1 R. at 93. 
85 R. at 96; Initial Record, p. 11-12. 
81
' R. at 96. 
87 R. at 96. 
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his Complaint. Likewise. the Court correctly observed thm actions for breach of fiduciary dut) 
' fi' i • ' • ~ 8l< T ' h ;, d £ - ,,~ ii n l T K .. , r· l must ne llea w1tnm tour years. · iaa o Lo e :; :'.'-...::.L-r. ,'lee a so Jones r. / ootenm County, zt e 
Ins. Co .. 125 ldaho 607. 873 P.2d 861 (]994) (court applied four-year statute oflimitations to 
breach of fiduciary claim). As such. an:' claim for breach of fiduciary duty would have had to 
have been filed no later than November of :2009. once again. well before the actual Comp/aim 
,vas filed. 
Based on the foregoing. the District Court correctly concluded that Kugler's Complainr 
was time-barred. 
5. Kugler faiied to orove to am degree of certaintv the damages that he 
allegedh· suffered. 
In order to establish a claim for breach of contract. the claimam must prove: ·"(a) the 
existence of the contract. (b) the breach of the contract. ( c) the breach caused damages. and id) 
the amoun1 of those dama0:es.'· 1Hosel1 Equi1ies. 1 )Li Idaho at 2n (emphasis added). The 
plaintiff mus, prove the amoum of damages with reasonable certainty. meaning that while the 
damages need nm he proved with mathematical exactness. the amount of damages cannm be 
merelv snecuiative. Harris. inc. r. Foxhollow Constr. & Trucking. 151 Idaho 761. 770. 264 P.3d 
400. 409 (201 l ). 
In finding that Kugler failed to establish damages, the Dis1:rict Court observed as follows: 
88 R. at 96. 
Finally. even if there were evidence o±· some· contrac1 that was purported]: 
breached by the indiviaual defendants who remain ir the case. I~ugler has 
likewise failed to establish his damages to an:,· degree of certainty. He 
testified as to percentages that he feh he was entitled to for the four years 
in question: hO\vever. those numbers were based upon general 
mathematics as to ownership only: there was no proof offered as to what 
those percentages would mean in terms of dollars of damage. The cour1 is 
not in a position to extrapolate those numbers from the evidence in the 
record. even if there were a contract. which there is not. 89 
89 R. at 9g (footnote omitted). 
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Once again, Kugler failed to provide a transcript from the trial or otherwise point to any 
evidence he offered of his monetary damages. As such. en-or cannot be presumed on this issue. 
Iv1ore importantly, Kugler appears to claim that the District Court found that Kugler was not 
d · 90 H " C . . . . ° K ' d . K 1 ~ ·1 ' amaged. ~ owever, as the ourt explamed. even II --...ugier was amagea. · ug er rai ed to 
submit any evidence as to the amount he was damaged. Given this failure. Kugler failed to meet 
his primafacie case for breach of contract. See Mosel! Equities. 154 Idaho at 278. 
To the extent Kugler may attempt to rely on financial documents to establish his 
damages. such efforts are also without merit. Although Kugler submitted his tax forms from 
2003 and 2006. 91 those forms in no wav could have allowed the District Coun to determine the 
amoun1 of damages Kugler sustained. There is simply no evidence in the record that would 
establish the amount of damages Kugler sustained (if any,. 
For the foregoing reasons. the Disrric, Court correct1y determinec tha: Kugb·· :; 
Comp/aim shoulc'. be dismissed. a~ Kugle:· failed w eswbiisb damages with any reasonable 
degree of certainty. Likewise. the foregoing esrnolisbes that the Distric.. Coun ,,as correct to 
grant the Defendants· motion w dismiss. 
B. Was the District Court's decision to niace this case on the trial calendar a nroper 
exercisf of it~ discretion? 
Although K.ugler listed this issue among his stmement of issues.'): he never made any 
mention of this issue in his ''Argument"' section o;' his Appellant Brier anc: on!: briefl:, 
addressed this issue in his statement of fa.cts. 93 In addition, Kugler fails to cite to any legal 
authority that would suggest the District Court erred in placing this case on the trial calendar 
90 Sec Appellant's Brief p. 10-1 l. 
91 Augmented Record, Exhibits 1 and 3. 
92 See Appellant's Brief; p. 5. 
9
' See Appellant's Brief; p. 7-13. 
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\vhen it did. Kugler fails w cite to any the record thm would establish that I(ugler 
ever raised this issue at the trial court level. As such. Kugler has failed to properly support this 
issue on appeal. 
1. Kugler vvaived anv arguments :regarding whether· the matter was fullv at 
issue when placed on the trial calendar bv signing the Stipulation for 
Scheduling and Planning, 
assuming that the issue of whether the matter was fully m issue vvhen placed on the 
trial calendar was properly raised and Kugler properly supported his argument (which he did 
not). Kugler waived any alleged error when stipulated to the scheduling and planning 
trial date. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure i 6 provides: 
in cases. exempted by order the court as inappropriate. the judge 
or magistrate sha1L after consulting \vith the attorneys for the parties and 
any unrepresentec parties. b: 2 scheduling conference. telephone. mail or 
other suitable means. enter a scheduling order that limits the time 
l tc, join othei· parties w amend the pleadmgs: 
_ J 10 file and hear mmions: and. 
) to complete discovery. The scheduling order also may include: 
the date(s; for conferences. including a final pretrial conference. and 
uial: and 
Jany other matters appropriate ir: the circumstances the case. 
order shall issue as soon as practicable and. unless i1: is totally 
impractical, no more than 180 days afi:er the filing of the complaint. A 
schedule shall not be modified except by leave the judge or a magistrate 
upon r, showing of' good cause . 
. P. l 6(b ). The Idaho Court of Appeals has previously noted that this rule could be 
interpreted to authorize a trial judge to schedule a trial date before the case is at issue. Jahnke v. 
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of whether the district court could set the trial before a matter is '·at issue". the parties· actions or 
consent results in the waiver of procedural claims or impropriety based on the status of the 
pleadings. See State v. S"awtooth lvlen ·s Club. 59 Idaho 616. 626-27. 85 P.2d 695. 699 (1938) 
(verification of a pleading is only a formality and if a party does nm properly. seasonably. and 
specifically object to the pleading on that ground, he is presumed to waive it): Robinson r. Sr 
Maries Lumber Co .. 32 Idaho 651. 659, 186 P. 923. 926 (1920) (party waived its objection to the 
timely lodging of a transcripl by consenting to settlement of the transcript): sec also 5itatC' r. 
Linn. 93 Idaho 430. 435. 462 P.2d 729. 734 ( 1969) (if defendant wished to have evidence 
suppressed he should have done so instead of stipulating to its admission. so it was too late to 
object to the evidence on appeal). 
ir. foe~. the ldahc S uprem::· Court held over 12(, years ago tha:: wher: & part; proceeds w 
uial. despite the failing of the opposing part; w file an answer. jt will be treated a:: though aL 
answer was filed. Conan1 r. Jones. 3 Idaho 606. 609. 32 P. 250. 250 (1893 l. Consequently. 
whens party agrees to scheduling of s trial and then moceeds to that trial. any objections to 
whether certain formalities should have been completed prior to trial are waived by foe party. 
lr, this case, the District Coun gave K.ugler notice 01;_ July 20. 2012. thal it ordered 2 
scheduling conference for September J 7. 2012. to enter a scheduling order regarding trial and 
related deadlines in the matter?" Rafr1er than having the scheduiing conference. the parties. on 
September 13, 2012, entered a stipulation for scheduling.% Less than a week later, the District 
94 The Court of Appeals was discussing an earlier version of Rule 16, but amendments to the rule since that time do 
not affect the Court's observation. 
95 R. at 11. 
% R. at 11. 
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Coun scheduled the trial in this matte;- in accordance with the Slipulation for scheduling and 
planning. 97 
Kugler stipulated to the scheduling of the trial and preferred dates for the trial without 
objection or reservation. Ultimately. Kugler later participated in the trial - meaning that at that 
time if an answer had never been filed the la\v would treat the situation as if one had been filed. 
B) doing so. Kugler has waived any claim he may have had that the District Courl erred in 
setting this matter for trial. 
2. Arn- error occasioned h--r nlacing the matter on the trial calendar before the 
matter was fuliv at issue was harmless and should be disregarded on appeal. 
Finally. even if the Distric1 Coun erred and Kugler did 1101 waive is claim to such error. 
the error should be disregarded as harmless. Error not affecting a substantial right of the parties 
is considered harmless error and is disregarded on apueaL Vendelin Y. Costco Wholesale Corp .. 
140 ldalw 416. 426. 9:, P.3d 34. J.4 {2004): Heinstein 1· Prudemial Prov. & Cas. ln',. Co .. 149 
ldahc1 209_ 31 G. 233 P.3d 1221. 123::: (2010} (alleged errors not affecting substantial rights \vii] 
be disregarded). Thus. the Disuict Court" s scheduling of trial before the matter is full) at issue 
mus1 have affected Kugler· s substantial rights in this matter for this alleged error to have any 
effect. 
Unsurprisingly. Kugler has failed to identify any substantial right of his that was affected 
t1,: the District Court's scheduling of the trial in this matter. Kugle:· ha~: likewise failed to 
provlCie any argument or authorit: on this poim. These deficiencies alone preclude consideration 
of the issue. Nevertheless, it is clear that Kugler's rights were not prejudiced in any way by the 
scheduling of the trial in this matte~·- Powers and Armstrong's filing their answer after the trial 
date was set - but still more than two months before trial - did not prejudice Kugler in any way 
97 R. at 11. 
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or affect his substantial rights. Their answer did not assen any coumerclaims or raise any nevv 
issues regarding the litigation that had been ongoing for more than two and one half years. 
Additionally. Kugler had more than tw0 months from the time of the filing of the answer 
until trial. and over six months since the trial date had been set. in which to prepare for the 
denials and defenses raised in the answer. The answer was also completely consistent with the 
positions the parties had taken over the previous two and one half years. Accordingly. I.:..ugler 
had ample time to prepare and respond to Powers and Armstrong's positions and defenses at 
trial. Cf Vendelin. 140 Idaho at 426 (any error in allowing a plaintiff to amend her complaint on 
the second day of trial to add a claim for punitive damages was harmless because it did not 
prevent preparation for trial because the defendant had known prior trial that punitive damages 
would be submitted to the .iury). Because of Kugler's ample time to prepare for trial and the fact 
the answer did not alter any aspect of the on-going litigation. an:, erro~· occasioned b2· setting a 
trial date before the answer \Vas filed wm. harmless and should be disregarded or: appeal. 
C. \Vas the District Court's decision to dem Kuoler's motion for leave in amenrl the 
Complaint or add additional parties a proner exercise of its discretion'! 
Kugler appears to allege that the District Court somehovY erred in not allowing Kugler to 
amend his Complaint. However. Kugler· s failure to amend the Complainr was solely a result of 
Kugle;-·s failure to follow the District Court"~, instructions. I-: .. ugler·s express instructions 10 his 
attome:, no~ to file the amended comnlaint and Kugle;·· :c: failure to time!: remedv thi:; issue afre,· 
the case was returned on appeal 
1. Standard of Review. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 15(a). '·a party may amend a pieading only b)· leave of comi o;· hy 
written consent of the adverse party.'· Such leave should not be granted where the new claims 
proposed fail to state a valid claim. Stone1val! Surplus Lines Ins. Co. 1·. Farmers Ins. Co .. l 32 
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idaho 318. 325. 971 P .2d 1142. 1149 (1998 ). Orders denying leave w amend a complain: after 
the filing of responsive pleadings is a matter left within the trial courf s discretion and will not be 
reversed on appeal unless there was an abuse of that discretion. Foster v. Shore Cluh Lodge. 127 
Idaho 921. 924. 908 P.2d 1228, 1231 (1995). Appeliate courts analyze alleged abuses of 
discrei:ion with a three-pan inquiry: "whether the district court t l) correctly perceived foe issue 
as one oi' discretion: (2) acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with 
the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it: and (3) reached its decision 
by an exercise of reason ... Sun Falley Pot mo Growers. Inc. r. Texas Refinery C'orp .. 139 Idaho 
761. 765. 86 P.3cl 475,479 (2004). 
Amendment of complaints is generally granted iiberally. unless there is an apparent and 
declared reason. such as undue delay. repeated failure to cure pleading deficiencies. or undue 
prejudice to the opposing party. fo,· denying iemT tc amend. Cur:' H Chris1ense17 Fami(, T~·usr 
1·. ::.'hris1ense1:. 133 Idaho 866. 871. 0 93 P.2d '. 197, l2G2 (19°9). Timeliness o:'the amendmen~ 
is an important consideration when the foregoing concern~ are presem. id:. Hinkle r. Winn. 126 
ldaho 993. 997. 895 P.2d 594. 598 (Ct. !\pp 1905 (holding thm there was no abuse oi'discretion 
in denying motion to amend where amended complaim introduced new issues. added new 
parties, would delay triaL and could be resolvec in :i separate action). Further. it is been held tha1 
it is not an abuse of discretion 10 deny motions to amend pleadings after the deadlines to dc1 so 
set forth ir, scheduling orders sllpulateci to b: the panies have passed. 11farcnm, v:vreless Svs .. 
141 ldaho 604. 612-13, 114 P.3d 974, 982-83 (2005). 
Kugler filed his initial motion to amend his complaint before this case was even appealed 
to the Idaho Court of Appeals. 98 Likewise, Kugler was repeatedly apprised that the District 
98 Initial Rec.:ord, p. 7. 21-35. 
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Court needed more information before it could rule on Kugler's motion to amend. For example. 
at the hearing held on January 31, 2011, the District Court advised Kugler· s counsel as follows: 
[T]here is a motion pending to amend the complaint in this case to further 
plead what Mr. Kugler claims is his cause of action. That matter has never 
been ruled on one way or the other. [Counsel], I think vou need to 
examine that issue first because the pleadings in this case are woefully 
inadequate and it would cenainly help frame the issues here to find out 
exactly the time frame in which this claimed cause of action arose so we 
l 'd l 'th h ~1· . . . 99 cou ct ea w1 t e statute or 1mnat10ns issue. 
Likewise, at the March 28, 2011 hearing, after Kugler had neglected the District Court's 
requests above. the District Court again inquired of Kugler's counsel about this issue. as follo-ws: 
Court: 
Counsel: 
Court: 
Counsel: 
There was a motion granted to alio'A him to file an 
amended complaint in this case. That has never happened. 
Is there a comment on that? 
There is. Your Honor. I'm trying to determine what I can 
and cannot share with the court. I did orepare an amended 
complaint. hut suffice it tc, say. I don't have authoritv to file 
that for nF client 
Does that include snecific instructions 1101 to file an 
amended complaint or responsive briefing to this summary 
judgmem motion? 
Yes. Your Honor. 100 
Although the Court incorrectly observed that it had previousiy granted the motion to 
an1end. 101 this nonetheless establishes tha: the District Court made concerted efforts to: (1) 
secure a motion to amend that complied with the procedural requirements:, and (2) secure an 
amended complaint. Such efforts were not opJy wholly disregarded by Kugler. but Kugler 
instructed his own attorney not to comply with the District Court's requests. 
99 R. at 24(emphasis added). 
100 R. at 24 (emphasis added). 
101 R. at 24. 
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MoreoveL the Court of Appeals expressly addressed the issue of the amended complaint 
by observing that the District Court should take the opportunity to address Kugler' s motion to 
, d 10~ n · l · · · , h D' · C . ( , d' · , l r, amena on reman ·. - 1-Jesp1te t1ese mqumes 01 t e 1 1stnct oun ana 1scuss10n oy t 1e '-"ourt 
of Appeals). Kugler failed to take any meaningful steps regarding this motion to amend for 
nearlv five months after the Remittitur was issued. 10 ' 
On January 22, 2013. a hearing \Vas held on Kugler· s motion lO amend and his motion to 
1')1 
add additional parties.'\., At this hearing. Kugler could not specify what claims his amended 
complain1 would add and acknowledged that he had not even yel begun to draft such an amended 
complaim. 105 In addition. Kugler has not established thal his request to amend the Comp/aim or 
add new parties was timely. based or, the parties· stipulation for scheduling (which it vvas not). 
Based on the foregoing. the District Court was correct to deny Kugler·s request to amend his 
Complain.' and to add nev, parties. to this mane:·. 
Or: February 5. 2013. Kugler fiied c: motion tc reconsider the Distri:.::: Court's decisior:. 10 
, TT · • , , · ,. , . J • , • • • l(h 
ctern _;.,..ugler s request to amenc1 111s cmnpwm1 anci to acta new parties to thls: matter. · 
Likewise. on Februarv 25. 2013. a mere thirn,-si1: davs before trial was to commence. J<.ugler 
finally submitted a proposed amended complaint. 107 This proposed amended complaim added 
four new causes of action: namely. a cause of ac1ion against Nelson for failing w perform his 
duties as general manager of H&M: a cause of action agains-: the Defendants concerning 2 
separate anc wholl: unrelated sale of H&M shares tha, took place in 2010: anc; variou:, claims 
against the Defendants' attorneys. 1 of: The District Court denied Kugler· s motion to reconsider. 109 
102 R. at 24-25. 
10
' R. at l l. 
10
" R. at 12. 
105 R. at 62. 
106 R.at 13. 
107 R. at 14, 73-79. 
108 R. at 75-77. 
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that these raised entirely new issues. addressed entirely differem transactions and brought 
in entirely new pmiies. only thi1iv-six days before triaL the District Court did not err in denying 
this motion to reconsider. 
Moreover. Kugler has not been prejudiced by the District Court's decision to deny the 
motions to amend his Complaint or add new parties. With regards to claims relative to amounts 
ovvec: fot Nelson ·s failure to repay moneys awarded to him when the original judgment was 
entered. Kugler has repaid those sums in full. i w With regards to the remaining counts 
concerning Nelson· s alleged failures to perform his duties as general manager and claims relative 
to the separate and unrelated sale stock, such claims are currentiy the subjee1 a pending 
litigation in Bannock County. 111 As Kugler has been repaid amounts Nelson allegedly owed 
afler the award fees was vacated. and Kugler is currently actively litigating remammg 
claims. Distric~ ·s denial motions to amend 
and add partie~:. 
'Was the- Distr-ict Court's decision to awarrl atto:rneY's fees fo thl' Defendants a 
proper exercise of its discretion'? 
Kugler takes issue with both the Court's decision to award attorney to 
Defendants and with the amount of fees the District Comi awarded. In either respect. Kugler has 
failed to shmx why or adequately explain hem the District Coun erred. 
; , The District Court die not err in determinin~ that Defendants were entitiec to 
an a\vani of attorne, fees. 
Kugler argues that the District Court erred in awarding attorney fees to the Defendants 
under Idaho Code section 12-120(3) because the gravamen of his claims was "a personal matter'· 
109 R. at 14. 
110 R. at 129. 
111 See Kugler 1'. Nelson. et. al .. Bannock County Case No. CV-2013-1321. 
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oetween Nelson and Powers related to Nelson's depanure from H&M. 112 For several reasons. 
this argument fails to establish that the District Court erred. 
First_ the ·'personal matter .. between Nelson and Powers is wholly unrelated to the claims 
contained in Kugier·s Complain!. Kugler·s Complaint was based on the breach of the 
Agreement arisinu from a sale and purchase of stock of H&M in ::wo5_ll 3 Nelson·s resiimation 
'- ...... J., <._.. 
and separation from H&M o~cuned in 2010. and was completely separate from and umelated to 
the 2005 stock transactions - and in any event. actions related to employment matters are 
commercial transactions under ldalw Code section 12-120(3). Oakes v. Boise Hean Clinic 
Physicians, PLLC, 152 Idaho 540,546. 2T:. P.3d 512. 5i9 (2012). The 2005 transactions v,ere 
the gravamen of Kugler· s Complaint. not something that happened over four years later. 114 
Second. Kugler filed a half-page objection to Defendants· claim for attorney fee::; in 
which he stated that: the /,greemen: \Vas no' 2 commercial transaction. Unsurprisingly. K.ugle" 
did no: provide any argumenl or citation to evidence supporting that allegation. l.'.._ugie·· also 
objected to the avvard of fees a~ a hearinf,1 on Defendants· claim for fees. Howeve,·. or: appeal 
Kugler did not include his written objection in the record or provide a transcript of the hearing on 
that objection. 
As previously explained. the appellant carries the burden of affirmatively demonstrating 
from the record that a district cour, erred. J:icks:·s. 13..,. ldahc) at 306: sec alsc ]\filler. l 40 lciaho 
a:-c 21 g ("This Court will 1101 search the recorc'. for error. Vit0 do no~ oresume erro:· on appeai: the 
party alleging error has the burcten of showing it in the record.'') Likewise. the obligation to 
112 Appellant\ Brief, i:;. 9. 
t 
13 Initial Record at 10-11. 
114 Kugler has instituted a separate action in Bannock County related to the Nelson's separation from H&M and the 
accompanying stock transactions. 
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provide a sufficient record w substantiate allegations of error resi:s with the appellant and v,ithout 
an adequate record the reviewing court will not presume error below. Kickers. 13 7 Idaho at 306. 
Assuming. arguendo. that evidence of a personal reason for the stock transaction existed 
and was provided to the District Court. Kugler has failed to direct the appellate court where to 
find such evidence. Without knowing the evidence Kugler presented to the District Court in 
support of his objections to Defendams· claim. as well as the argumern:s he made to the District 
Court. the court on appeal is unable to determine whether the Kugler' s objection had merit. 
Accordingly. it must be presumed that the District Court did nor err when it determined that the 
gravamen of the action was a commercial transaction. 
Third. on appeal Kugler does not support his claims of en-or with argument or authority. 
He provides no basis supp011ing: his contentions that a contract restricting: the sale and purchase 
or stock o!' 2 corporation is no: a con11nerciaJ transaction. This deficiency should pre·ve111 th~ 
cour: oL appea: frorr: considering the issue. Sec Ba:..:i:. 14f idahc a: 790. 
~mall:. the District Court did not abuse its discretion when ic determinec'. that Defendants 
were entitled to attorney fee'.' under Idaho Code sect ion 12-120(3 ). Section 12-120(3) entitles the 
prevailing party in an action arising from a commercial transaction to be awarded attorneys fees. 
"·An award of attorney fees under Idaho Code t: 1 120(3) is proper if ·the commerciai 
transaction is integral tc, the claim. and constitutes the basis upon which the party is attemp1ing to 
(1990)). idaho Code section 12-120(3) defines commercial transactions as ""all transactions 
except uansactions for personal or household purposes.'· l.C § 12-120(3). 
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The 1daho Supreme Court has previously recognized that actions to enforce stock 
agreements involve commercial transactions under section 12-120(3). Taylor v. AJA Servs. 
Corp" 151 Idaho 552, 574. 261 P.3d 829. 851 (2011) (the lawsuit was one to enforce the terms 
of a commercial transaction (a stock redemption agreement) as contemplated hy section 12-
120(3)). Similarly. the present case clearly involved a commercial transaction. Kugler· s 
Complain! arose from H&Ivrs redemption of Prmer·s shares of stock of H&M and then H&M's 
issuance of shares to some of the Defendants. Kugler complained that the parties failed to abide 
by the Agreement when completing the transaction. A contracr governing the redemption or sale 
of shares of stock in a corporation along with the resulting change in mvnership interests of the 
corporation - is clearly not a personal or household matter. but a business or commercial matter. 
Therefore. the District Court did not en- in awarding Defendants attorney fees pursuant to Idaho 
Code section !2-120(3). 
Z. The Distdcr Court did not err ir, awarding the amount of attorney fees. 
I(ugler also alleges error on the part of the District Court related lo the amount of the 
attorney fees awarded to Defendants. 115 HoweveL once agair1. Kugle·· fails to provide an 
adequm:;:· record. coherent argumen" •. or supporting authority to allov.' the appellate cour: to 
properly review the District Com~c· s decision. lel alone reverse it. despite having the burden w 
demonstrate error and provide an adequate record for revievv. 
K.ugler did not request that Defendants· j'vfotion and Menwrandum n(Cosls anc· 
Attorney ·s Fees be included in the record on appeal. That motion contained Defendants' 
arguments supporting their fee request and supplied the District Court with invoices for attorney 
fees incurred in this matter. Without those invoices, the court on appeal is unable to determine 
what the claims for fees emailed and for what work the attorneys charged Defendants. Simply, 
115 Appellant ·s Brief, p. 9. 
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there is no vvay to evaluate the veracity of Kugler·s allegations regarding the fee award. 
Consequently, the court on appeal must presume that the District Court did not err when 
awarding fees. 
Additionally. the District Court issued a memorandum decision and order in which it 
explained over thirteen pages the basis and considerations it used in determining the attorney 
fees award to Defendants. 11 (' Kugler then moved for reconsideration (asserting some of the same 
complaints that he makes on appeal regarding who paid for some of the fees claimed by 
D 0 • • 11'7 I' K . .. ' . . . 0 • • ' • 
l erenaants ;. r1owever. ug1er Gld nol request or provide notice or a 11eanng on tne mot10n. 
so the District Court ruled on the motion without a heari112-. 11 ~ After reco2-nizing that it had 
~ - -
discretion in deciding whether to grant or deny the request for reconsideration. the District Court 
' • 1 , • d K , .. d . h. . 1· . . . . i 10 er· aactressea tne vanous groun s · ug1er re11e . upon m is motion or recons1deranon. '· , he 
Distric1 Cour: noted tha: the majorit::- o!'f.:..ug:ler·s complaints reiatec to who paic: Defendants· 
atrnrne:,: anc tha: if I.:..ugk:· suffered an:, damage thereby that his recourse \.Vouk be in an 
independent action. not an ad_iustment of the. Distric; Court" s attorney fee award. 1211 Kugler does 
not dispute this conclusion or: appeaL although. he does make some of the smm.c complaims. 
Finally. on reconsideration the Districr Court also addressed Kugler·s claims tha1 he vvas 
I f'' - '" ~ 17 j '"1"71 D' . ' ,.. - , ~ 'T -; • « ovvec an o !set to the attorney ree awarn. ·- 1 ne ·1smct f.....oun noted (anc; attacned evidence) 
that Kugler was not owed any mone: by Nelson because the funds Kugler paid w Nelson had 
•J'; 
been deposited v;itb tht Distric Coun. anci previousl; returned to Kugler.'-- The District Coun 
11 r'R.at J0S-2i. 
117 R. at 124-26. 
11
~ R. at 127-28. 
119 See R. at 128-30. 
12
" R. at 129-30. 
121 R. at 129. 
122 R. at 129. 134. 
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also reminded Kmder that his reauest for interes1 on that amount had previous]\· been denied. 12:; 
..... .J. J ., 
Accordingly, the amount awarded by the Districl Court in its attorney fee award already 
contemplated the offsets that Kugler maintained. and continues to claim. he was owed. 
Defendants acknowledge that the District Court's Memorandum Decision and Order 
awarding costs and attorney fees awarded a total amount of $36.864.00. 124 Curiously. the 
Second Amended Judgment emered states the amount of costs and attorne) fees awarded as 
$38.027.67. 12~ Obviously there is a discrepancy between the two amounts. and Defendants 
recognize that the proper amount owed them is likely $36.864.00 as that was the amount 
calculated in the DistriCl Court's memorandum decision explaining its award. Defendams also 
recognize that Kugler was mvarded costs on his first appeal and concede that Kugler was due that 
amount (which should be minimal) if it was not already factored in to the Distric1 Court's 
determinm.ior:. 121' However. Defendants \Vill note tha", Kugle:· ciid not (in either his objec1i01~ le 
Defendants· claim for fees or motion for reconsideration/offset) misc any issue regarding the 
award tc· :)efendants · being subject to an offset fo:- costs fron; the previous appeal. The 
Defendants have communicated with Kugler and advised him that they recognize these offsets 
'• • • 'T" ,• h ,' . . r, • 1 ;• <" '"> ,. 8 ,. ,; Qf' ~ " • ,, ' 
are appncable. 1 hererore. t e '-J1stnc1 '-...ourt s awara o: .t.)O. t1.:+. d to Ue1enaants ro~ costs anc 
attorney fees should be upheld (subject to such offsetsi. 127 
E. An.· Defendants entitiec tr- costs and attornev fees ou apoea!? 
Defendants request an award of their costs incurred m responding w this appea: pursuant 
to Idaho law, including l.A.R. 40. Defendants also request an award and of attorney fees 
m R. at !29. 
124 R. at 119. 
125 R. at I 22. 
126 Kugler fails to provide or point to any evidence suggesting the District Court ignored that amount and did 1101 
include it in its calculation of the amount owed to the Defendants. 
127 Defendants would obviously be obligated to return to Kugler any amounts collected on outstanding writs of 
execution which would exceed that amount. 
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incurred in defending this appeal pursuant to Idaho lmv. including l./oLR. 41 and Idaho Code 
section 12-120 and 12-121. 
Idaho Code section 12-120(3) entitles the prevailing party in an action arising from a 
commercial transaction to an award of attorne,, fees. '·An award of attornev fees under Idaho 
. . 
Code § 12-120(3 l is proper if ·the commercial transaction is integral w the claim. and constitutes 
the basis upon v;hich the party is attempting to recover: .. Blimka, 143 ldaho at 728. Section 
12-120(3) defines commercial transactions as "all transactions except transactions for personal 
or household pumoses.'· The provisions ofldaho Code section 12-120(3) awarding attorney rees 
apply to proceedings before the trial court and those on appeal. Oakes. 152 Idaho at 546. 
As previously mentioned. actions to enforce stock agreements involve commercial 
transactions under section 12-120(3 ). Ta_vlor. 15 i Idaho at 574. Similarly. the present case 
dearly involvec; z ::.:ommercia! transaction. KugJ::,· · c: Complainr was based on ~I&lvf' s 
redemptioE of [}rater· s shares o~· stocL of H&M anc ther, H&?vi's issuance of" shares of stod-: tc 
some of the defendants. Kugler complained tha: the parties failed tc abide b: 2 sto::::k 
subscription agreemen"'. when completing the transaction. The redemption o;· sale or stock by a 
corporation - alon1; v;ith resulting change in ownership interests of the corporation - is cl earl) 
not a personal or household matter. but a business o:· commercial matter. Therefore. in the event 
Defendants are the prevailing part;. or appeal. they are emitlecl to an award o:· attorney fees 
pursuan~ tc Idalw Code sectior: l.2-120(3 ;. 
Further. Defendants would also be entitled wan award of attorney fees under ldaho Code 
section 1 121 on appeal. Because pro se litigations are no:. accorded any special consideration. 
the Idaho Supreme Court has awarded attorney fees pursuant to section 12-121 against prose 
appellants in appropriate circumstances. See e.g.. Indian Springs LL C r. Andersen. 154 Idaho 
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708. 716. 302 P.3d 333. 341 (2012l. Attorne) fees may be awarded under section 12-121 to the 
prevailing party on appeal if the appellate court is "left with the abiding belief that the entire 
appeal was brought. pursued. or defended frivolously. unreasonably. or without foundation."' 
Armand r. Opportunity Mgmt. Co .. Idaho . 315 P.3d 245. 255 (2013). Such a 
situation occurs when the appellant merely asks the reviewing court to second guess the findings 
and decisions of the lmver court. Bach. 148 ldaho al 797. Additionally, when an appellanfs 
briefing provides '·no argument or authority on which reversal of the District Court could be 
based:· there is no basis for the appeal and it is brought unreasonably. id Likewise. when nro 
se appeals "consist[] simply of raising issues on appeal that were 1101 presented to the trial court 
and asserting errors by the trial court without any reasoned argument or authority supporting 
such assertions:· mvarding attorney fees under section 12-12 l is appropriate. KEB Enters .. LP. 
,. ,'.;mcdfe,·. } 40 1daho 746. . 5. 1 01 P.:,c\ 690. 698-9° (2004 L 
In this case, I(ugler bro ugh: an action agains: ~)efrndants tha1 ,vas outside of the 
applicable statute of limitations. In addition. al tria' Kugler failed w establish tha1 he vvas 
entitled 10 relief. Likewise. on ap11eal Kugler has failec: to shovv ( o:· even explain\ how the 
District Court erred. as well as provide an adequate record to review many o1'his alieged errors. 
Further. Kugler·s Appellam·s Brief is replete with condusory statements and unsupported b) 
reasoned argument or authority. Ins1:ead. he simply makes unfounded allegations and merely 
asks the appelrnte court to secon6 guess the Dis1rict Court's findings of fact and conclusions of 
lavv. 
Based on the foregoing. Kugler pursued this appeai unreasonably. frivolously, and 
without foundational support in law or fact. Thus. Defendants should be awarded their attornev 
fees incurred in this appeal. 
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Kugler has failed to comply with the LA.R. and present the court on appeal with an 
adequate basis from which it may re-;;iev,' this case. so the revieV'.fog court should decline to 
consider his claims of error. Further. the District Court's findings of fact and conclusions lavv. 
its decision to dismiss Kugler"s claims. to deny Kugier·s motion to amend his Complainr or add 
new parties. and iTs decision to award Defendants their costs and attorney foes are all supponed 
by the evidence. the record. and the law. Based on foregoing. Defendants respectfully 
request the court on appeal to affirm the District Court"s decisions and award Defendants costs 
and attorney fees on appeal. 
Oral argument is requested. 
this 2'3 2014 
By: ~Il))u, (~J 
Brooke B. Redmond 
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